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King maker - Mat Fraser, left, as Richard III 

The stage looks pretty forbidding – a stone coloured floor and grey and black panels at the back of the set. 

But this new production of Richard III – staged by Northern Broadsides and Hull Truck Theatre – has a 

lightness of touch. Starring Mat Fraser as the power hungry Richard – more of whom later – this is a 

production which digs out the moments of humour of Shakespeare's tragedy. 

Here are mismatched assassins – one towering, one tiny – who stalk their target dressed in black leathers 

and suffer pangs of conscience. And a murder scene which draws more than a few chuckles. 
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The success of the show lies in this lightness, and its energy. Under the direction of Barrie Rutter, the story 

unfolds to a thrilling, smoke-strewn climax, told in the northern accents that have always been a hallmark 

of Northern Broadsides' productions. 

At its centre, Fraser is unsettling as Richard. This isn't a character who has a softer side to him – there's no 

vulnerabilities, apart, maybe, from the thought that he won't be able to grab the crown for himself. 

While you might not find yourself finding much sympathy for his ruthlessness – unsurprising, given the 

bodies that pile up in his wake – you might find yourself wearing a bleak smile. A quick glance at the daily 

news is proof his behaviour is hardly confined to Shakespearean dramas. 
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When: Until Saturday May 27, 7.30pm. Matinees 2pm. 

Where: Hull Truck Theatre, Ferensway 

Running time Three hours  

Company: Northern Broadsides and Hull Truck Theatre 

Tickets: £12-£22.50 

Visit: www.hulltruck.co.uk 

 

Read more at http://www.hulldailymail.co.uk/review-richard-iii-at-hull-truck-theatre/story-30326108-

detail/story.html#7y8xdKVd3zQ3XWF6.99 

http://www.hulltruck.co.uk/whats-on/drama-classic/richard-iii/

